
WRITING OUTLINE RESEARCH PAPERS

Below are examples of research paper outlines. Creating an outline is the first thing you should do before starting on
your research paper.

Although everything looks pretty simple, many students constantly make the same mistakes again and again.
Supporting topic B. Thesis statement. Have I proved my thesis with strong supporting arguments? Conclusion
A. There are three main points that make an impressive Introduction: Hook. Depending on your research, it
may be chapters of a book for a literature review, a series of dates for a historical research paper, or the
methods and results of a scientific paper. An abstract will briefly state the information contained within the
paper, results of the research, and the conclusion. If you fail to obey the said parameter, it could disqualify or
deem your paper proposal invalid. Never hesitate to ask for help. Before learning how to start a research paper,
it is better to find out the main tips and advices in order to eliminate the most common mistakes: Choose
proper research paper topics. Any unnecessary or repetitious words? The purpose of this section is to justify
your own project or paper by pointing out a gap in the current research which your work will address. Correct
all errors that you can spot and improve the overall quality of the paper to the best of your ability. The
hypothesis or thesis clearly stated a Quotes or references to another piece of literature II. Conclusion Example:
Gun control research paper outline Depending on the aspect you are to research, the outline may vary, as these
are just general guidelines. Review the other sections of this page for more detailed information about each
component of this outline! Before doing this step, it is recommendable to take a break or consult the help of a
proficient friend. The rest of the body of your paper will be made up of more major and minor points. First
level of organization This is the most generalized level of information. This is the very end of your research
paper and it should provoke your readers. Varying lengths of sentences? A brief description of supporting
information a Quotes or references to another piece of literature b Quotes or references to another piece of
literature 2. You may start by constructing a research paper outline which we discussed earlier and follow it by
writing a rough draft. Fighting human trafficking A. The quantity of paragraphs for this part depends on
overall requested volume of the research paper: the more arguments you have to support the bigger Body
section there should be. Use Roman letters to represent the heading with the main topics Use uppercase letters
for subtopics Use Arabic numbers to represent details part of a subtopic Use lowercase letters for points within
subparts You can use full sentences to make the title of each outline part. Did I use third person as much as
possible? Stuck on Your Research Paper Outline? Don't worry because you are not the only one who can't
figure it out. KingEssays reviews: 4. Are my arguments presented in a logical sequence? Hence, the most
possible recipient of your work will be your instructor. Use a dictionary or a thesaurus as needed. A research
paper is a more challenging task. A brief description of supporting information Tips for writing a research
paper outline Be Consistent: ensure every heading has a similar tone. This the part that persuades readers to
read the paper.


